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--------March 2007
1. USAfrica?: Red alert on Arab Colonialism in Black Africa!
Fellow warriors for Black African liberation, Greetings!
We are sure you are very busy, each and every one, coping in the belly of the
beast, and battling, as best you can, the local manifestations of the Race War. But an
emergency crisis has arisen. Hence this red alert and call to action stations.
While we have been campaigning for Afrocentrism, reparations, repatriation,
Darfur, South Sudan, Mauritania etc, our Arab enemies have stolen a march on us and
are poised to trap all of Black Africa in the net of Gadhafi’s USofAfrica, and from there
drag all Black Africans under Arab colonialism and, from there, carry us off into
captivity, slavery, Arabisation and worse. Sudan since 1955 has been a prototype of
Arab colonialism masquerading as Afro-Arab unity. Blacks there, under the Arab
minority colonial government, have been subjected to oppression, exploitation, war,
mass rape, sex slavery, mass murder, Arabization and enslavement. A united Afro-Arab
Sudan is a terrible example of what Black Africans can expect under a continental AfroArab Union government like Gadhafi’s USofAfrica.
In our opinion, this new development is very dangerous; and addressing it
should become our top priority, starting yesterday. If we lose this battle, and this Arab
colonialist USofAfrica is inaugurated, all the local crises we have been dealing with so
far, will together be like child’s play compared to what the Arab colonialists will inflict
on all of Black Africa. And all our other struggles will have failed. For instance, why
would any sane black want to repatriate into an Africa that has fallen under Arab
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colonialism and slavery? And even if you got $1bn each in reparations money, can
you enjoy it as a slave of the Arabs?
Once this Arabist USofAfrica is enacted by the AU, in Accra this July-- and is,
predictably, quickly implemented-- it would be treason to advocate or struggle against
the new Federal state. Arabs will, of course, control it as they have controlled the
OAU/AU. Then the stage will be set for the Islamization and Arabisation of all of Black
Africa. And we'll all be in the same stew where—without much understanding or help
from the rest of Black Africa-- the blacks in Mauritania and Sudan have long been. And
then it will be too late for regrets and protests.
If we don’t mobilize and get the AU presidents to kill Gadafi’s USofAfrica in
July, then, just as 1955 was the accursed year when the Black Sudanese were handed
over to Arab colonialism by the British, the year 2007 will be the accursed year when
Black Africa stupidly handed itself over to Arab colonialism!!
So you can understand the urgency of the matter, and why we must do
everything we can, between now and July, to kill this enemy project. We all need to
shift focus to this task of the immediate future, if we are to have any future at all.
We have formed a Committee Against Arab Colonialism in Black Africa
(CAACBA) which is mobilizing black Africans everywhere for two tasks:
(A) To defeat Gadafi’s USofAfrica in Accra in July; and
(B) To promote the Garveyite project of a Black African superpower by 2060.
These two mobilizations are intimately related. The best way to wean Black people
from Continentalism is to give them a better project in which to invest their emotions
and energies. It’s a bit like the methadone treatment for heroin addiction. Our people,
for 50 years have been hooked on Continentalist Afro-Arab Pan Africanism (CAAPA).
We need to substitute a Garveyite Black Power Pan Africanism (BPPA) for that
Continentalist disaster. And now is our last chance to do that.
Please read and deliberate on this alert letter and the attached files.
And pass them on to every Black African that you can. As soon as we hammer out a
program of action, we shall let you know, so you can play your part in this all-important
fight.
Yours in our struggle,
Chinweizu
Coordinator for The CAACBA
The CAACBA is an informal network of black African scholars and activists, in Black
Africa and the Diaspora, who, over the years, have kept an Afrocentric sentinel's eye on
Afro-Arab relations.

--------March 2007
2. USAfrica & Arab Colonialism: program of action
Dear Afrocentrist black African,

Here is a 5-point program of action suggested by the CAACBA
1] Fwd this series and program of action to as many Black Africans as you can.
2] Put it on as many websites as possible;
3] Get editors to publish it in your local Black Community Newspapers;
4] Hold community study and discussion meetings on USAfrica and Arab
Colonialism, using the series as basic discussion materials;
5] Write to your local newspapers, call your radio stations, contact your church
leadership, organize marches and demonstrations, send petitions to the president
and foreign minister of your country-- as well as of other Black African
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countries —and demand a five-year moratorium on any decision on the
USAfrica to enable the black communities discuss and debate it and give the AU
presidents a democratic mandate on what to do about it.
----Editors who want non-pdf copies of the series to print from should write to
sundoor999@gmail.com and request the MSWord version of the series.
-------------3. Gadafi’s threat to pull his funds out of the AU and Black Africa unless they agree to his
USAfrica

10FEB08
Bankie hi:
Thanks for your two responses of a week ago to my question about Gadafi’s threat.
Your notion that Gadafi, after finally catching us in his Arab trap, might still let us out
and embrace his new friends across the Mediterranean, seems preposterous to me. And
here is why.
Let’s not underestimate the enemy. I don’t think he is that erratic. We mustn’t forget
that the Arabs, starting with Nasser, started luring us into this trap 50 years ago. They
have patiently nurtured it, left things to mature, and Gadafi is only now getting
impatient and trying to force the pace, not abandon the job. He wants to get the job done
and go down in Arab history as the final conqueror of all of Black Africa. I, therefore,
don’t see him behaving the erratic way you suggest. But let’s leave that aside and focus
on our real danger. For it seems to me that some of us, even within SSPP and
CAACBA, are not doing the utmost that the situation requires to stop this USAfrica trap
because we think the USAfrica won’t work anyway. But that’s a potentially fatal
misreading of the situation. Fatal for us I mean. They fail to realize that even if it works
for just one day, that would be a total disaster for us. It would have worked long enough
to get us into Arab clutches ‘for good’!
Once the fly has fallen into the spider’s web, it is done for. So the thing to do is
not to fall into it at all. Once the Trojans had dragged the Greek horse into their city,
they were doomed. It was too late to push it out and save themselves: The enemy were
already within the gates, and the Trojans’ error was irreversible. That, I think, is how we
should view this USAfrica gift horse!
This battle to stop the USAfrica from being proclaimed even for one day is our
equivalent of some battles that forever changed the destinies of peoples: Tours, 732;
Stalingrad 1942; Alexandria, 642. Had Charles Martel lost the battle of Tours, the
Arabs would have conquered Europe. Had the Russians lost the battle of Stalingrad,
Russia would have been conquered and colonized by Hitler. When the Patriarch of
Alexandria capitulated to the Arabs in 642, he opened all of North Africa to Arab
conquest and occupation, hence the problems we are still facing today in the
borderlands. I therefore argue that we should never allow this USAfrica to be
proclaimed at all. We must find some way to get our message to our people before it is
too late for regrets and protests.
OUR PRIORITIES & METHOD OF WORK
If a man is being hunted by a pack of lions, but has no sense of being in danger, he is as
good as sacrificed to the lions. Our job is to let our people know the great danger we are
all in. If we fail to give them a sense of their danger, we have failed, and our people are
as good as the walking dead.
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How would you like to have it said of us (SSPP and CAACBA) that we spent a
year churning out papers and exchanging emails among ourselves but did not manage to
get the papers to those who might have acted on their contents in that critical year when
they could have saved Black Africa from Arab colonialism? Won’t we look like
ineffective sentinels who couldn’t get their report home to headquarters?
PRIORITIES
In ordering our priorities, I suggest we be guided by the following rule:
What must Black Africa know in order to survive? And how do we supply that
knowledge to those who must use it, and by the time it is needed? Accordingly, we need
to decide what is our most urgent task and pool our efforts together and get it done and
on time.
As I see it, the situation demands that we achieve several things in correct,
strategic sequence:
A] Derail the USAfrica bandwagon, or at least create serious dissent among those in it
(NGOs, Govts) as soon as possible this year, 2008;
B] Help South Sudan to get independence in 2011;
C] Change the Black African mindset about Afro-Arab relations and the crises in the
Borderlands.
We should note that success at A is important for B; and success at A and B is
the key to C. We should also note that if we fail at A and succeed at B, we would have
failed altogether, in as much as an ‘Independent South Sudan’ that is within the
USAfrica has not achieved independence but only become, along with the rest of us,
just another province of the Arab empire in Africa. And, if OAU/AU have been such
disasters for South Sudan and Darfur, how much worse would USAfrica be for them?
If this argument is valid, then we, who are engaged on the Arab front of the race
war, are required to concentrate our efforts on A, while also addressing the
complementary tasks of B & C. So, what do we need to do to achieve A? This boils
down to how do we get our materials to the AU Commissioners, and to the Foreign
Ministers, newspapers and NGOs of each Black African country? I suggest we earnestly
put our heads together and solve this problem well before the next AU summit next
July.
We on the Arab front need to resolutely avoid being distracted by secondary
crises, e.g. Kenya, Africom & DRC, whose resolution is not only beyond our influence
but also would not reduce the danger we are facing from our principal enemies of the
day, namely the Arabs. Whatever the outcome of the rebellion in Kenya, or of the wars
in DRC or of Africom, it will not make any fundamental difference to Black Africa’s
relationship with the Arabs or Europeans. On the other hand, if the USAfrica is enacted,
all of Black Africa is lost to the Arabs; or if South Sudan loses the next round of its long
war, the Arabs will seize the entire Nile Valley from us and be poised to grab Uganda,
Kenya, CAR and beyond.
Though the danger from the West is quite serious, it is a very long-term
problem, whereas the Arab danger is as immediate and decisive as a fire in the bedroom
where we are sound asleep.
All in all, I suggest, for the above reasons, that we make the USAfrica our top priority
for now until we achieve the breakthrough we desperately need.
-----------------------4. Gadafi’s threat to pull his funds out of the AU and Black Africa unless they agree to his
USAfrica

17FEB08
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Mr Heru:
Thanks for inviting me and for the questions you wish to explore:
•
•
•
•

How was Gadaffi able to position himself as the "standard bearer" for PanAfrikanism?
What does this say about the current leadership in Afrika?
Similarly, what does this say about Pan-Afrikanism today?
How should Afrikan leaders respond to Gadaffi's threat?

In addition to the questions on your list, I would suggest you begin with the basic
question: What does this Gadafi threat actually mean? What is his aim in making it?
I think Gadafi’s threat is simply a tactical move in his campaign to rush Black Africa
into the trap of his USAfrica. He is in a desperate hurry to get us into the cage and close
the trapdoor.
In order to figure out an appropriate response, we need to understand this
USAfrica business and see Gadafi’s strategic objective.
This Afro-Arab USAfrica is simply a tool in Gadafi’s campaign to complete, in one fell
swoop, the centuries-old Arab ambition to conquer and enslave all of black Africa.
Gadafi wants to go down in Arab history as the final conqueror of all of Black
Africa. For the past 40 years that has been his grand ambition. After failing to seize
different chunks of Black Africa piecemeal, he has now found a way to grab it all in one
move.
What is the danger we must recognize?
I submit that 50 years after this USAfrica is proclaimed, all the land of the African
continent, from Cape Town to Alexandria, and from Dakar to Mogadishu, will
become Arab land. It will all be taken over by Arab settlers. Any blacks still found
there will be like those now in Mauritania and Darfur: a displaced or enslaved
population on the way to extermination.
----In light of the above reading of what is at stake, which is supported by the evidence in
the CAACBA Papers, What is to be done?
Each and every black African must TODAY answer some vital questions:
Q1: Do you want Black Africa to be conquered and enslaved by the Arabs?
If your answer is Yes!, then there is nothing for you to do but relax and let the
African leaders agree to this USAfrica.
If your answer is NO!, then the next question is:
Q2: What are YOU going to do, BEFORE THE END OF March 08, to prevent it?
My suggestion is this: get the CAACBA Papers to Thabo Mbeki, Nelson Mandela,
Graca Machel, Winnie Mandela, Desmond Tutu, Jacob Zuma and the ANC Executive,
as well as to Museveni in Kampala, the Secretary General of SADC and the AU
Commissioners.
Also to the Presidents and Foreign Ministers of the Black countries in the AU—to as
many of them as you can reach.
If you can find the email address for any of them, send it to me at sundoor999@gmail.com , and
I’ll dispatch the papers to them.

It will then be up to them to act and do the right thing for Black Africa, namely
1) Ignore the threat;
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2) Continue with the consolidation of ECOWAS, SADC, and the other regional
associations as advocated by the SADC Secretary-General;
3) Declare a five-year moratorium on USAfrica discussion at the AU;
4) Use the five years to reconsider the entire idea of continental union and AfroArab USAfrica, bearing in mind considerable public opposition to and doubts
about it.

Having reached the foreign Ministers, you can relax and ponder two more questions:
Q3:How come Pan Africanism, in 50 years, has been turned into a tool for the Arab
conquest and enslavement of Black Africa?
Q4: What kind of Pan Africanism do Black Africans need for this 21st century?

This is the preface to THE CAACBA PAPERS.
If you want all the rest, just let me know.
In service to Black Africa,
Chinweizu
Sundoor999@gmail.com

The CAACBA Papers consist of:
1. Executive Summary-- Sudan & USAfrica: Urgent dangers to Black
Africa
2. Preface: USAfrica?: Red alert on Arab Colonialism in Black Africa!
3. Comparative Digests [1] Racism: Arab and European Compared
4. Comparative Digests [2] Black Enslavement: Arab and European Compared
5. Comparative Digests [3] Colonialism: Arab and European Compared
6. South Sudan and the problem of Arab racism in Black Africa-- an
introduction
7. Reparations for Darfur
8. Arab Quest for Lebensraum in Africa and the challenge to pan Afrikanism
9. USAfrica: Mortal Danger for Black Africans
10. Garveyism, not Continentalism is what Black Africa Needs
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